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Overview:

  

The study of petroglyphs or inscribed stone surfaces includes: identifying the people and 

their methods of inscription, recording and archiving the glyphic images, and attempting 

to decipher and translate the image structure.  Archeologists place this research into a 

discipline called ‘Rock Art’.   Types of conventional rock art include: etched or engraved 

‘petroglyphs’, painted stone images in ‘pictoglyphs’, and perturbed land formations 

called ‘geoglyphs’.  

This research will document a process that was developed for recording and translating 

‘reflected photographic images’ that propagate from certain small stone artifacts termed 

for this study: ‘petro photoglyphs’.  

Background:

  

In the field of rock art archeological research, identifying the methods required to 

fabricate the glyphic image structures have been related to the tools and materials 

available to the indigenous people in their associated environment.  The advent of 

‘photography’, ‘lithography’ and ‘conventional photoglyphic imaging’ (photogravure) 

using a chemical process to translate images onto flat metal surfaces, did not arise until 

late in the history of human development.  Today the technology exists to laser scribe on 

smooth surfaces.  

The inscription technology required to embed photographic images on the surfaces of 

stone was believed to have been beyond the capabilities of the ancient civilizations in 

light of archeological records and discoveries.  However, petro photoglyphic artifacts 

have been found!  Stones that contain information in the form of messages, reflecting as 

photographic images.  Detailed images that can be translated using our collective 

cognitive data base of history, archeology, mythology, and scriptural religious references. 

http://www.impactoptics.com
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A Process Method to Record Images from Stones with Embedded Photographs:

  
In order to view the reflections from specific artifacts scribed with photographic surface 

images, a method was developed to define, record and translate the glyphic structures 

using a variable combination of the following factors:  

1. Spectrum Filtration and the selective illumination level of the image.  The 

control of the image illumination wavelength and amplitude. I.E. The 

development of an inverse or photo negative, or a red enhanced image.  

2. Dimensional Perspective or the position of the artifact with respect to the 

viewers’ source.  The source could be a camera or other visual recording 

device.  The objective focal and angular position would be the variables.  

3. Bilateral Symmetry applied to mirror a portion of the source glyphic 

structure and provide a foldout or ‘butterfly’ of the information.  The 

bilateral line would typically intersect the glyphic image in a vertical or 

horizontal plane and will orthographically shift the image position.  

This process method for image recording can also be applied to conventional rock art and 

its interpretation.  

Today, archeologists record rock art images using various techniques including tracings, 

and photography, sometimes with enhancements referred to in the field as ‘digital 

photogrammography’.  

The following example demonstrates the defined process method for developing reflected 

rock art images when applied to conventional rock art recording:   

 

Figure 1. A field recording of a rock art petroglyph captured using conventional 

photography with added digital enhancements (photo courtesy of John Campbell).  

 

Figure 2. A development of the glyphic image structure incorporating two of the 

proposed factors in the process method for recording rock art: spectrum filtration 

and bilateral symmetry.  The dimensional perspective and focal point remained 

constant in this sample translation. 
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A plethora of glyphic image developments can be obtained through slight adjustments of 

the variable factors used to obtain the reflected image in figure 2.  The resulting image 

incorporates both the information communicated by the original scribed structure, and 

visual projections that may have been intentionally embedded by the artisan!  

  

Figure 1.      Figure 2. 

Conventional Enhanced Image Photo  Red Spectrum Filtered – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry  

This method of rock art recording considerably increases the amount of information the 

petroglyph images reflect.  The extended level of communication can be further 

deciphered with respect to the indigenous people who scribed them.  

The following case studies profile two petroglyph artifacts that have been shown to 

reflect image structures in photographic detail.  The reflected photographs are real 

interpretations of the images embedded upon the surfaces of the stones and have been 

defined using the process method for recording images from petro photoglyphs.  

Case Study I: The Genesis Petroglyph:

  

Artifact: The Genesis Petroglyph  Discovered: 12. 26. 1994 

Location: Southeast Missouri, USA  Conditions: Random area surface sample 

Dimensions: 10 cm. x 10 cm. (4” x 4”) Weight: 1.0 kg. (2.2 lb.) 

Material: Composite Silica (Chert)  Age: Unknown (no carbon elements to date)  

Comment: The location contained no established archeological sites, however there 

were discoveries of Pleistocene Era Mammoth fossils recorded. 
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The Genesis Petroglyph (figures 3 & 4) is an example of a stone artifact that can be 

shown to reflect photographic images from all surface areas.  It will be shown that the 

reflections appear to flow in a continuous manner when the variable of ‘Dimensional 

Perspective’, or the viewed position of the image reflection, is adjusted in precise 

increments of the X-Y-Z axis.  The resulting reflections provide contiguous movement to 

the image, similar to the motion video obtained by such media as the DVD.  

  

Figure 3.    Figure 4. 

Genesis Petroglyph Side #1  Genesis Petroglyph Side #2  

Side #1 of The Genesis Petroglyph contains an excise or raised image that becomes the 

most prominent glyph on the surface of the stone.  Developing the photographic 

reflections from this petroglyph can be accomplished through variations in the 

perspective position, focal magnification, and illumination of the artifact.  

A photograph of the artifact captures the prominent glyphic image in figure 5.  A tracing 

of the excise etched glyphic structure is illustration by figure 6.  The glyphic image 

reflects as the left side profile of a kneeling figure. The figure is wearing a suit with 

wings and a strapped down helmet with a prominent front facing horn mounted to the 

side.  A pyramid, with the proper angular measurements, is incised etched as a footrest at 

the end of the kneeling left leg.  The left arm of the figure appears to be extended 

downward and is grasping a goat head in the hand.  The right arm is laterally extended 

holding another object. 
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Figure 5.     Figure 6.  

Glyphic Image of the Kneeling Figure  Outline of the Prominent Glyphic Image  

    

Figure 6.     Figure 7. 

Glyphic Image – Color Negative   Magnification of the Image  
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Glyphic translations using selective spectrum illumination, magnification and viewing 

angle provide the photographic reflections of the kneeling image in figures 6-11.  

The excise etched glyphic image from the surface of the stone reflects in photographic 

detail.  There is both dimension and depth to the reflection.  The image appears from an 

orthographic or three dimensional perspective.  

   

Figure 8.     Figure 9. 

Magnified – Negative – Color 1   Magnified – Negative – Color 2   

     

Figure 10.    Figure 11.  

Full Kneeling Image – Negative – Color1 Full Kneeling Image – Negative – Color2 

Note:  The photographic detail of each image in this document can be enhanced with a low 

magnification optic (X2 – X4). 
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Figure 12. 

Photographic Image Face of the Kneeling Figure Wearing a Ritual Mask – Negative – Color  

Figure 12 provides a development of the image face. The face reflects in photographic 

detail through the use of selective spectral enhancement and positional magnification.  

Note: The appearance of ‘two sets of lips’.  This could indicate a ritual ceremony 

involving a mask.  The lower pair of lips defines the image wearing the mask.  The image 

supports a full beard with a prominent chin and neck.  The mask also appears to have had 

the nose cut or pierced.  The ritual possibly refers to a Mesoamerican influence from the 

Maya, Olmec or Mixtec civilizations.  

A color photograph and a spectrum translated photograph from side 1 of The Genesis 

Petroglyph provide a vivid communication (figure 13a & 13b).   

 

The glyphic image structure details a kneeling figure wearing a winged suit and 

strapped down horned helmet. 

 

The figure is holding the stern or rear section of a crescent shaped vessel in his 

laterally extended right hand, and a goat head image with his downward extended 

left hand. 

 

The radiated images of a notably excise etched fish and cat appear to flow to the 

left, from the facial area, across the stone, above and parallel to the crescent 

shaped vessel (figure 13b). 

Mask with 

A Ritual 

Nose Pierce 

 
Closed

 
Eyelid

 
Nose

 

Lips of the Mask 

Figure Wearing the Mask: 

Lips, Full Beard & Neck 
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Figure 13a.      Figure 13b. 

Color Photo Positive    Color Photo Negative  

Tracings of the detail from the surface of the stone are defined in figures 14a and 14b.  

The glyphic image components were labeled to assist in the translation of the structure.    

    

Figure 14a      Figure 14b. 

Tracings of the Image Structures from the Surface of the Petroglyph in Figure 13a & 13b  

Helmet with Front Facing Horn
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In an attempt to decipher the rather complex image reflection from side 1 of The Genesis 

Petroglyph, it becomes clear that a cultural perspective of the artisan, the associated 

environment, and fabrication methodology are unknown.  However, by referencing our 

collective sources of historical, archeological, mythological and religious information, a 

descriptive pattern begins to emerge. 

From the online resource, ‘Wikipedia’, the information provides a valuable clue based 

upon the ‘Altrahasis’ as deciphered from tablets written in The Sumerian Cuneiform: 

 

“Enki… the master shaper of the world, god of wisdom

 

and of all magic. He is the lord of the 

Apsu

 

(Akkadian, Abzu in Sumerian, hence perhaps the Greek and English word "abyss"), the 

freshwater ocean of groundwater under the earth.” 

 

“His symbols included a goat

 

and a fish, symbols at the opposite ends of the year (Pisces

 

and 

Capricorn) which later combined into a single beast, the Capricorn, which became one of the 

signs of the zodiac.” 

“According to Sumerian mythology, Enki also assisted humanity to survive the Deluge designed 

to kill them. In the Legend of Atrahasis

 

Enlil, the jealous king of the gods sets out to eliminate 

humanity, whose noise is offensive to his ears. He successively sends drought, famine and plague 

to eliminate humanity, but Enki thwarts his half-brother's plans by teaching Atrahasis irrigation, 

granaries and medicine. Humans again proliferate a fourth time. Enraged Enlil, convenes a 

Council of Deities and gets them to promise not to tell humankind

 

that he plans their total 

annihilation. Enki, doesn't tell Atrahasis, but tells of Enlil's plan to the walls of Atrahasis' reed 

hut, thus covertly rescuing the man Atrahasis, or Ziusudra by either instructing him to build some 

kind of a boat for his family, or by bringing him into the heavens in a magic boat. After the seven 

day Deluge, the flood hero, Utnapishtim, Atrahasis

 

or Ziusudra

 

frees a swallow, a raven and a 

dove in an effort to find if the flood waters have receded. On the boat landing, a sacrifice is 

organized to the gods. Enlil is angry his will has been thwarted yet again, and Enki is named as 

the culprit. As the god of what we would call ecology, Enki explains that Enlil is unfair to punish 

the guiltless Atrahasis for the sins of his fellows, and secures a promise that the gods will not 

eliminate humankind if they practice birth control and live within the means of the natural world. 

The threat is made, however, that if humans do not honour their side of the covenant the gods will 

be free to wreak havoc once again. This is apparently the oldest surviving source of the Noah's 

Ark biblical tale and other parallel Middle Eastern

 

Deluge myths.”  

   

(Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enki) 
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The descriptive elements detailed in the ancient cuneiform text of the Altrahasis can be 

defined in the image reflection from The Genesis Petroglyph Side #1:  

 
The Winged Profile of a Figure. 

 
A Fish Effigy Flowing From the Figure. 

 
A Goat Effigy in the Left Hand. 

 

The Crescent Shaped Vessel Held in the Right Hand. 

 

The Horned Helmet Characteristic of the Sumerian Deity.   

The correlation to the Sumerian Mythology does stimulate a degree of attention.  

Similarly, deciphering the image reflections with reference to biblical scripture (Genesis: 

Chapter 6) can also be applicable in the translation and its interpretation.  

Figures 15 thru 19 provide sample developments detailing the crescent shaped vessel by 

incorporating a combination of the factors identified to record and translate the 

propagated photographic image projections in rock art.  The detail of the original 

communication is maintained as the image structure is translated photographically, 

through the spheres of rock art interpretation.  

 

Figure 15. 

Various Spectral Translations of the Vessel (front view) using Vertical Bilateral Symmetry 
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Figure 16. 

Inverse Spectrum – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry    

 

Figure 17. 

Inverse Spectrum – Magnification – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry 
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Figure 18.     Figure 19. 

Color – Inverse Spectrum Limited 1  Color – Inverse Spectrum Limited 2  

With ancient glyphic communications, deciphering the image structures requires an 

understanding of the indigenous people, their environment and culture.  

Portable artifacts similar to The Genesis Petroglyph could have ventured along with the 

migrations of distant civilizations their ideologies and persuasions.  This was 

characteristic of cultural contact in North America.  

In the example of The Genesis Petroglyph, global references emerge.  Indications to both 

Mesopotamian and Mesoamerican influences provide an unusual and mysterious 

perspective to the origin of this artifact.  

Recording the detailed image reflections from the crescent shaped vessel appears to 

reinforce the provided interpretation.  A cropped and magnified grayscale negative 

photograph of the glyphic structure is provided in Figure 20.  

The following photographic reflections appear to fit the translation of the glyphic 

structure as: The Ark!  Images of both man and beast reflect in ritual interface scenarios.  
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Figure 20. 

The Detailed Images of the Crescent Shaped Vessel 

Grayscale – Spectrum Inverted – Magnified – Focused  

Figures 21 – 24 were developed from small (5mm – 10mm) photographic projections 

within the image structure of the crescent shaped vessel.  

The images and events detailed in figures 21 – 24, appear to fit the previously defined 

interpretation.  The Genesis Petroglyph is a message system communicating 

photographic events that, until this time, have only been described in written or spoken 

detail. 
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Figure 21.     Figure 22.       

Notes Pertaining to the Morphological Changes in the Appearances of the Images: 

 

Photographs made from a hologram would capture an image in motion.   

 

Movement or change within a reflected image coincides with the position of the 

artifact and its reference to a visual (recording) source. 

 

The alignment of a reflection to specific spatial coordinates permits replication of 

the image. 

 

The appearance of image motion (or change in the image appearance) occurs as 

the spatial coordinates are indexed or altered.  

 

Figure 23. 

Illustrations: 1. Man:  torso...buttocks and legs.  2. Woman: faceless, armless and legless 

The Man & The Primate 

(Reference the image in lower right corner) 

Ritual image interface from the deck of the 

crescent shaped vessel. 

The Giraffe & The Man 

(Reference the giraffe head in the upper left 

corner).  The image head of the man appears to be 

wearing the horns of the Giraffe. 
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Figure 24. 

An alternative visual reflection of the armless and legless woman.  A possible ‘Venous Figure’.  

Figures 23 & 24 demonstrate a transformation in the image from the glyphic vessel.  

As previously defined in the process method outlined for recording rock art, dimensional 

perspective can provide a critical factor to the viewing of the reflected glyphic image 

structure.  Rock art images can be viewed, recorded and deciphered from a variety of 

orientations, angles, positions and planes (vertical or horizontal).  With small portable 

petroglyphs, there is no established vertical or horizontal plane of orientation.  

Many glyphic structures provide a realm of perception and understanding of the 

communication from a specific angular position.  Looking down at the geoglyphs 

embedded within the plains of Nazca, Peru provides an example of glyphic image 

orientation and perception from a perspective other than horizontal or vertical.  

The glyphic message communications embedded on the surfaces of The Genesis 

Petroglyph are transmitted in a similar fashion. 
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Changing the position of the artifact and reapplying the process variables for recording 

propagated images, yields an extensive amount of additional information.  The following 

glyphic image structures develop from this alternative point of visual perception.  

Figure 25 demonstrates a message and communication reflection from an alternative 

angular viewpoint (90° right of the previous image orientation).  At this point of visual 

perception, the most prominent reflected image appears in vivid photographic detail.  

In figure 26 the image reflection appears from the smooth flat area of the stone (upper 

left).  The image, is seen in a spectrum inverted (color photo negative) development.   

  

Figure 25.     Figure 26. 

Adjusted angular position photo positive  Adjusted angular position photo negative 

For this study, a selected area of the stone was cropped to concentrate on specific glyphic 

projections.  The defined area reflects a substantial amount of detailed information.   

Figures 27 and 28 provide examples of process recording reflected communications from 

the altered perspective position.  The photo glyphic image structures emerge by 

developing the spectrum inverted - grayscale photographs (negatives).  

Tracings of the image structures, color filled to illustrate the detail, are provided in 

figures 29 & 30.  The tracings demonstrate the complexity of the image communication.   

The reflection appears to illustrate the complete image face, head and shoulders of a man.  

The image is wearing a crest, crown or halo which can also be recognized. 
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Figure 27. 

A Magnified and Cropped Area Illustrating the Glyphic Image Structure – Grayscale Photo Negative  

The image appears to be looking towards the left shoulder.  Also observable are the 

shoulders and neckline of the garment.  The garment resembles a robe or toga 

reminiscent of the classical Egyptian, Greek and Roman era.  The image is orthographic 

or three dimensional, exposing both of the eyes.   

Another image face supporting a full white beard emerges in back of the first image, 

though the face is partially blocked.  The reflections in figures 27 and 28 emanate from 

the upper left, smooth and flat surface of the petroglyph.  This area of the stone has been 

labeled: ‘The Screen of the Gods’. 
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Figure 28. 

A Magnified and Cropped Area – Grayscale Photo Negative – Alternative Angular Perspective  

   

Figure 29.     Figure 30. 

Tracing of Figure 28    Tracing of Figure 27  

The image illustrated in figure 31 appears to be gazing at a pyramid or ziggurat shaped 

building or temple, photographically illustrated in figure 32.  The structure is small 

compared to the gazing image.  The structure also appears to be of classic temple design, 

erected to the deities and date to the most ancient of civilizations.  The pyramid shaped 

building supports an apse, an altar, and forecourt that lead to an entrance into the temple. 

Forecourt 

Apse

 

Pyramid 

Temple 

Structure 

Gazing Image 

Altar
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Figure 31.     Figure 32. 

Gazing Images in ‘The Screen of the Gods’  The Temple supporting a niche and a forecourt 

 

Figure 33. 

Figure 33 develops from a magnified B/W negative photo.  The structure of an ‘altar’ 

appears, positioned to the left of the temple as the stone is turned laterally to the right. 

Apse

 

Entrance to 

the Altar The Temple Altar 

reflects to the Left of 

the Pyramid Structure.
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For an explaination of the complex image communication as described, we can again turn 
to the references provided by the online encyclopedia ‘Wikipedia’: 

 
“The temple of Enki in the historic period, at Eridu, was the last of 18 temples, built on 

the same site. The smallest was the oldest, a small room resting on clean sand, dating to 
5,000 years BC, and contained all of the features of later Mesopotamian temples; a niche, 
a forecourt, an altar, two platforms, an offering table, an external oven, and an Abzu or 
sacred pool of water.” 

“The niche in classical architecture is an exedra or an apse that has been reduced in size, 
retaining the half-dome heading usual for an apse.” 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niche_%28architecture%29

 

“In architecture a forecourt is an open area in front of a structure's entrance.”  

“In archaeology, forecourt is the name given to the area in front of certain types of 
chamber tomb. They were likely the venue of ritual practices connected with the burial 
and commemoration of the dead in the past societies that built these types of tombs.” 

“In European megalithic architecture, forecourts are curved in plan with the entrance to 
the tomb at the apex of the open semi-circle enclosure that the forecourt creates. The 
sides were built up by either large upright stones or walls of smaller stones laid atop one 
another.”  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forecourt 

“An altar is any structure upon which sacrifices or other offerings are offered for 
religious purposes, or some other sacred place where ceremonies take place. Altars are 
usually found in shrines, a sacred place.”  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altar

 

(Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enki) 

By applying the process method defined for developing the propagated reflections from 

The Genesis Petroglyph, it becomes clear that a sophisticated communication and an 

elaborate array of generated artwork flow from this artifact.  

Figures 34 – 39 demonstrate a diversity of photographs that propagate from this angular 

perspective of the petroglyph surface.  The reflections contain a considerable amount of 

detail that appears to relate to the mythology of Mesopotamia.  The recordings can 

provide additional relevant information when deciphering this communication.    

These photoglyphic reflections provide a unique opportunity to interpret rock art images 

based on a process recording method and our collective cognitive knowledge of 

archeology, history, mythology and religion. 
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Figure 34. 

Photo Positive – Spectrum Limited – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry     

 

Figure 35. 

Color Positive – Enhanced – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry 
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Figure 36.  

 

Figure 37. 

Color Negatives – High & Medium Contrast – Spectrum Enhanced – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry 
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Figure 38. 

Color Negative – Spectrum Limited – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry  

 

Figure 39. 

Color Positive – Spectrum Limited – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry – Edge Enhanced Pixel Mask 

Arrows 

Inserted to 

Illustrate 

 ‘The Glyphic 

Stairway to 

Heaven’ 
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The process for recording rock art images detailed for this research will inevitably be 

scrutinized because of the sophisticated methods required to view the communications.  

It has however been documented that indigenous civilizations considered rock art to be 

intrinsically part of their sacred rituals. A substantial amount of glyphic imaging has been 

found in places that were designed to be illuminated by fire, celestial objects like the 

moon, or by the sunlight at specific times of the day or season.  This has been 

documented and identified in the fields of both rock art research and archeoastronomy.  

The iconographic image structures from side 1 of The Genesis Petroglyph are not an 

accidental anomaly, nor a natural perturbation or erosion pattern.  The detailed glyphic 

images in The Genesis Petroglyph were scribed as a communication, and in this author’s 

opinion, the message has been received!   

Case Study II: The Unicorn Petroglyph:

  

Artifact: The Unicorn Petroglyph  Discovered: 12. 25. 1994 

Location: Southeast Missouri, USA  Conditions: Random area surface sample 

Dimensions: ~7.5 cm. x 5 cm. (3” x 2”) Weight: 0.5 kg. (1.1 lb.) 

Material: Composite Silica (Chert)  Age: Unknown (no carbon elements to date)   

Comment: The Unicorn Petroglyph was discovered in two pieces, horizontally 

fractured through the middle.  The stones were found approximately 10 

meters apart embedded in the surface of a winding rural dirt road.  During 

the previous summer, the area was inundated with torrential rains and 

flooding.  

The Unicorn Petroglyph reflects glyphic communications from the inside surfaces of the 

two stones, when properly illuminated.  A lateral fracture through the middle of the 

petroglyph resulted in two smooth surface finishes.  The inside surfaces contain an inlay 

and outlay of dimples and perturbations that were precisely calculated in length, width 

and depth to reflect a portion of the image.  The resulting reflection appears as a 

hologram when spectral illumination, optical position and magnification are correct.   
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Figure 40 displays The Unicorn Petroglyph as it was discovered in two pieces.  The 

exterior of the stones is defined by an intricate inlay and outlay of streaming carved 

glyphic images reminiscent of hieroglyphics.  

For the purpose of this study, we will concentrate on the photographic reflections and 

decipher the image communications from the inside surface of the bottom stone from the 

petroglyph.  

Figure 40. 

The Unicorn Petroglyph is comprised of two stones. Pictured (right), the inside surface of the bottom stone.  

Figures 40 – 45 will demonstrate how the variation of selective spectral enhancement is 

defined to record photographic image propagations from petro photoglyphs.  

‘Selective spectral enhancement’ will be varied to develop the image structure embedded 

onto the inside surface of the stone.  

‘Visual perspective’ will be utilized to record various positional exposures of the primary 

glyphic image: ‘The Unicorn’.  

‘Bilateral symmetry’ will incorporated to orthography reposition the glyphic image and 

develop various perspectives that will be useful in deciphering the communication. 
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Figure 40.   Figure 41.   Figure 42. 

Digital photo positive – level 1 Positive photo – low contrast Positive Photo – high contrast  

 

   

 

Figure 43.   Figure 44.   Figure 45. 

Negative image – low contrast Negative image – blue enhanced Negative image – Green enhanced  

Figure 46 provides a colorized tracing of the unicorn image that reflects in the magnified 

and spectral inverted photographic development from figure 47.  

The propagated image in figure 47 also contains the following visual content:  

 

The glyphic image can be seen from the left side in an orthographic view. The 

image is standing upright and facing forward exposing the face, nose eyes, mouth, 

neck and chest.  

 

A single swirled horn protrudes from a crown or crest on top of the head.  

 

The view captures the left front and hind legs, with a portion of the inside of the 

right rear leg exposed.  
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The propagated image in figure 47 also contains the following visual content: (cont’d)  

 
The image appears to be standing in a ditch, gully or furrow.  

 
There is a blanket across the back extending from the rear of the left front leg to 

the rear posterior section of the back.  

 

A band across the neck appears to secure a bridle with two handles.  

 

The tongue is pulled out from the mouth and drawn downward by a rope or cord.  

 

A stinger, probe or thorn emanates from the left side of the stone surface, crossing 

it laterally to pierce the mouth of the image.   

 

Figure 46. 

Tracing (colorized for detail) of the image structure from figure 47. 

Single Swirled Horn 

Blanket & Bridle 

Pierced Jaw, 

Tongue & Cord

 

Hind Left Leg 
Front Left Leg 

Tail Pointed Up
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Figure 47. 

Magnified – spectrum inverted – reflection from The Unicorn Petroglyph 

(Note: a portion of The Genesis Petroglyph can be seen in the lower right corner of this photograph)  

References to the history, myth and legend behind a creature that has eluded humanity 

since the earliest of civilizations are abundant.  Linguists, scholars and historians have all 

pieced together verbal and written descriptions of the unicorn they have gathered from 

various sources.  One concise and informative article pertaining to the subject can be 

found at the following URL: 

www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v14/i2/unicorn.asp

  

In an attempt to translate the image reflections from The Unicorn Petroglyph (figure 47), 

we reference a substantially detailed and accurate description provided by the bible 

(KJV).    

http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v14/i2/unicorn.asp
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Note:  The scriptural text from JOB: 41 KJV will be quoted in its entirety.  The purpose 

is to create the descriptive component that may apply to the image reflections and 

a possible translation to follow.  The detail found in a considerable amount of the 

scriptural text appears to be clearly observable in the image reflection, as seen in 

figure 47.  

King James Version: Job Chapter 39 

9 Will the unicorn be willing to serve thee, or abide by thy crib? 

10 Canst thou bind the unicorn with his band in the furrow? or will he harrow the valleys after thee? 

Referenced Text cited from URL: www.sacred-texts.com/bib/kjv/job039.htm

 

King James Version: Job Chapter 41 

1 Canst thou draw out leviathan with an hook? or his tongue with a cord which thou lettest down? 

2 Canst thou put an hook into his nose? or bore his jaw through with a thorn? 

3 Will he make many supplications unto thee? will he speak soft words unto thee? 

4 Will he make a covenant with thee? wilt thou take him for a servant for ever? 

5 Wilt thou play with him as with a bird? or wilt thou bind him for thy maidens? 

6 Shall the companions make a banquet

 

of him? shall they part him among the merchants? 

7 Canst thou fill his skin with barbed irons? or his head with fish spears? 

8 Lay thine hand upon him, remember the battle, do no more. 

9 Behold, the hope of him is in vain: shall not one be cast down even at the sight of him? 

10 None is so fierce that dare stir him up: who then is able to stand before me? 

11 Who hath prevented me, that I should repay him? whatsoever is under the whole heaven is mine. 

12 I will not conceal his parts, nor his power, nor his comely proportion. 

13 Who can discover the face of his garment? or who can come to him with his double bridle? 

14 Who can open the doors of his face? his teeth are terrible round about. 

15 His scales are his pride, shut up together as with a close seal. 

16 One is so near to another, that no air can come between them.  

http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/kjv/job039.htm
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King James Version: Job Chapter 41 

17 They are joined one to another, they stick together, that they cannot be sundered. 

18 By his neesings a light doth shine, and his eyes are like the eyelids of the morning. 

19 Out of his mouth go burning lamps, and sparks of fire leap out. 

20 Out of his nostrils goeth smoke, as out of a seething pot or caldron. 

21 His breath kindleth coals, and a flame goeth out of his mouth. 

22 In his neck remaineth strength, and sorrow is turned into joy before him. 

23 The flakes of his flesh are joined together: they are firm in themselves; they cannot be moved. 

24 His heart is as firm as a stone; yea, as hard as a piece of the nether millstone. 

25 When he raiseth up himself, the mighty are afraid: by reason of breakings they purify themselves. 

26 The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold: the spear, the dart, nor the habergeon. 

27 He esteemeth iron as straw, and brass as rotten wood. 

28 The arrow cannot make him flee: slingstones are turned with him into stubble. 

29 Darts are counted as stubble: he laugheth at the shaking of a spear. 

30 Sharp stones are under him: he spreadeth sharp pointed things upon the mire. 

31 He maketh the deep to boil like a pot: he maketh the sea like a pot of ointment. 

32 He maketh a path to shine after him; one would think the deep to be hoary. 

33 Upon earth there is not his like, who is made without fear. 

34 He beholdeth all high things: he is a king over all the children of pride.  

Referenced Text cited from URL: www.sacred-texts.com/bib/kjv/job041.htm

 

Biblical scholars may argue that the unicorn and the leviathan were two different 
creatures.   

However, a linguistic translation of the name and the photographic image reflection from 
the stone (figure 47) appear to resolve the discrepancy by referring to twisted or coiled: 

Leviathan A transliterated Hebrew word (livyathan), meaning "twisted," "coiled."  

Reference URL: www.sacred-texts.com/bib/ebd/ebd227.htm#007

 

The photographic image reflection of the creature in figure 47 supports a ‘twisted horn’. 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/ebd/ebd227.htm#007
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The glyphic projections enhance the scriptural significance of the biblical text as the 
descriptive elements of the scripture define the glyphic images that reflect from the 
artifact. 

The method defined by this research for recording rock art reflections from petroglyphs is 
clearly a scientific process.  The fact that the image communications parallel many 
descriptive events from history, mythology and biblical text appear to be more than mere 
coincidence! 

 

Figure 48. 

An Enhanced Spectrum Inverted Image Reflection of the Glyphic Structure from Surface of the Artifact 

Observable: The Unicorn with neck band, blanket and bridle. A single swirled horn protrudes from the 
forehead.  Standing in a furrow, his jaw is pierced, and a bow is shooting an arrow above the image. 
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Figure 49.     Figure 50.      

  

Figure 51a and Figure 51b. 

Magnified positive photographs of the glyphic image.  Reflected by a low level of illumination.   

Color Positive – Vertical Bilateral Symmetry 

Providing an Isometric Front View of the Face.  

Note: The band around the neck of the image. 

Color Negative – Red Spectrum Enhancement – Focus Intensive

 

Note: A handle or hilt (cross-guard, grip, pommel) of a ‘Sword’.

 

The sword has been thrust into the mouth of the image.
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Observable within the photographic reflections of figures 51a and 51b: 

1. The eyes appear closed exposing the eyelids. 
2. The chest is parted. 
3. A thorn (or stinger) is piercing the jaw. 
4. There are two circular spots or marks located on the left cheek. 
5. Long white hairs flow down from the cheeks. 
6. A single swirled horn protrudes from a crest or crown on top of the head. 

The alignment of the descriptive biblical text and the projected image photographs from 
The Unicorn Petroglyph is more than happenstance. 

What remains unknown is the technology utilized to fabricate the glyphic image structure 
and the artisan who scribed the image. 

The following is a summary of the descriptive elements from the referenced biblical text 
that can be observed in the glyphic image reflections from The Unicorn Petroglyph: 
(figures 47 – 51) 

 

The band around the neck. 

 

Image is standing in a furrow or pool. 

 

Being drawn out with a hook. 

 

The tongue is drawn down with a cord. 

 

A hook through the nose. 

 

Bore the jaw through with a thorn, apparent in figure 51. 

 

Parted among the merchants, the split open chest observable in figure 51. 

 

The face of the garment (possibly the blanket on the back). 

 

The double bridle. 

 

The comely proportions. 

 

The head with fish spears (pointed objects penetrating the head). 

 

Doors of the face. 

 

The rounded teeth observed in figure 47. 

 

Eyes closed exposing the eyelids, observable in figure 51a and 51b. 

 

The sword handle in figure 50. 

 

The bow and arrow in figure 48. 

 

The shaking spear or club behind the bow in figure 48. 

 

The white aura of the chest area observable in the inverse photo developments: 
Heart like a millstone. 

 

There Is More! 

In this research, an attempt has been made to propagate photographs from small stone 
artifacts.  The detailed reflected images are perhaps the oldest photographs known to 
humanity.  
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Author’s Note: The equipment and technology that was utilized for this research 
was far from ‘optimal’!  The detail and tone of the reflected image photographs could 
inevitably be enhanced with better and more sophisticated recording, illuminating and 
positioning equipment.  Though the image reflections would not change in essence, the 
descriptive element and depth of image translation could be significantly increased. 

For this research study, the following and final development from The Unicorn 
Petroglyph captures a highly descriptive glyphic image scene. 

The reflected image and communication appears in photographic detail.  The descriptive 
elements of the image communication also appear in the biblical text from Job: 41 KJV. 

Figure 52 provides a tracing that illustrates the photographic reflection.  The tracing was 
color filled to define the detail and structure of the image components.  The actual 
photographic developments are presented in figures 53 and 54. 

A Description of the Image Elements Found in the Photographic Reflections of figures 53 
and 54: 

 

The defined image structure of ‘The Unicorn’ is orthographically discernible. 

 

The unicorn appears to be emerging from the under side of an arm. 

 

The arm appears to be a right arm and contains detailed muscle tone. 

 

Veins are also visible on the under side of the arm. 

 

The right hand appears with the thumb point outward. 

 

The fore and middle fingers appear together pointing up. 

 

The ring and pinky fingers are curled outwards similar to the thumb. 

 

The palm, at the wrist of the right hand, has been pierced by a spike. 

 

A cut appears in the right hand that migrates upwards from the spike. 

 

Above the unicorn, an image face appears in photo glyphic detail. 

 

The left eye, nose, mouth and beard can be discerned on the face. 

 

The image of the face appears to be gazing at the image of the unicorn. 

There are other elements of this glyphic reflection that are not fully developed in this 
exposure. 

Author’s Note: Photographic reflections from a hologram (whole recording) would 
define an image in motion.  The fingers on the image of the right hand appear to be in 
motion.  Therefore, a single photograph of a holographic reflection would capture the 
transformation or the motion of that image.  The process method for archiving propagated 
images from petro photoglyphs provides a tool to capture the continuous stream of 
reflections and therefore the whole recording (hologram). 
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Figure 52. 

A detailed tracing of the described photographic reflection from ‘The Unicorn Petroglyph’  

 

Figure 53. 
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Figure 54. 

Spectrum limited photo negative 

The photographs you have observed present a creature that has been revered by the 
earliest of civilizations. “Mesopotamian reliefs have been excavated which show King 
Assurnasirpal hunting oxen with one horn.” 

Source: www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v14/i2/unicorn.asp

 

Mythology, religion, and history have referred to ‘the unicorn’ in texts, in tales, in 
priceless art (the unicorn tapestries), and in petro and hieroglyphics. 

‘The Unicorn Petroglyph’ appears to contain ‘the real photographic image of the being’! 

It may also be possible that the photographically detailed images you are seeing are the 
actual recordings of an animal thought to be the product of myth, legend and scripture.  

http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v14/i2/unicorn.asp
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Summary and Conclusion:

 
The method proposed by this research to record propagated photographs from small 
petroglyphs is a valid scientific procedure.  The process incorporates the tools and 
technology that are readily available in our modern day and age. 

The photographs developed and illustrated within this research document are the result of 
a valid scientific process method. 

The reflected photographic communications can be clearly deciphered using our 
collective cognitive data base of archeology, history, mythology and religion. 

The artifacts, (petro photoglyphs) that were the subject material of this research 
document are also real objects.  The artifacts have mass and weight and dimension. 

The artifacts will reflect their embedded photographic images at any time and in any 
place, under the correct settings of illumination, visual perspective and magnification. 

These artifacts fit the conventional explanation of a petroglyph as defined by our online 
source Wikipedia: 

“A Petroglyph is an image recorded on stone,…The word comes from the Greek words petros 
meaning "stone" and glyphein meaning "to carve" (it was originally coined in French as 
pétroglyphe).”    Source: www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroglyph

   

In fact, there may be vast collections or libraries of these artifacts, petro photoglyphs 
throughout the world.  This tends to offset both the professional and layman alike.  The 
general consensus being that without a valid explanation of the inscription technology 
and the artisan, the glyphic images are simple erosion patterns in pieces of stone!  

The concept of a photographic record embedded on the surfaces of stone may be difficult 
to comprehend.  However, the image reflections developed and illustrated in this research 
detail communications that appear to be readily understood in light of our collective 
cognitive data base of information. 

This may be the beginning of a new perception as to who our ancestors were and what 
they really knew!     

http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroglyph
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Addendum:

 
The research conducted for this document pertaining to photographic image propagation 
from small petroglyphs has been ongoing since 1994. 

The material presented in this research study documents an essential portion of the 
glyphic information enveloped by the imaged artifacts.  The Genesis Petroglyph provided 
a key element for this research in the same manner that The Rosetta Stone provided a tool 
to decipher The Egyptian Hieroglyphics. 

It has recently come to light that The Genesis Petroglyph may also contain a ‘star map’.  
A detail of the star pattern we have come to define over the millennia as ‘The Orion 
Constellation’.  If the Orion star pattern in The Genesis Petroglyph is in fact real, then 
there may also be an embedded message and communication within the image structure.  

The Orion star pattern has been a noteworthy component in a number of ancient 
civilizations since the beginning of recorded history.  One in depth publication pertaining 
to the Orion Constellation comes from the Harvard University Website Chandra:  

“Orion 

Location: Celestial Equator (visible in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres) 
Coordinates: 
Right Ascension: 05h 
Declination: -05º 
Source: Greek mythology, Arab, ancient Indian & Egyptian  

The story behind the name: The pattern in the constellation Orion was recognized as a 
human figure by many ancient cultures. Orion's position on the Celestial Equator makes 
it visible all over our planet.   

Ancient Indians saw the figure as a king who had been shot by an arrow (represented by 
the stars in Orion's belt). Ancient Egyptians thought the stars in the belt represented the 
resting place of the soul of the god Osiris. The Arabs saw the constellation as the figure 
of a giant.   

The constellation takes its name from the Greek stories about Orion, a legendary hunter. 
The stories about Orion are only loosely connected and exist in several variants. Some 
are thought to be derived from earlier stories from more ancient cultures. One myth says 
that Orion was banished to the sky for boasting about how many animals he would kill 
(to impress Eos). He and his hunting dogs, Canis Major and Minor, chase the 
constellations representing animals, but can never catch them.   

There are two legends about Orion's birth, both relating him to water. In one, he is the 
son of Poseidon and Eurayle, one of the three daughters of Ceto and Phorcys. In the 
other, he is the son of the widowed bee-keeper Hyrieus, conceived from a sacrifice to the 
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gods that may be related to an ancient African rain-making charm. In this story he was 
named Urion, "maker of water". His birth legends may be connected to the seasonal rains 
that come near the rising and setting of the 
constellation. 

The Greek myths of Orion's death and subsequent 
placement in the sky may also be connected to 
legends from other ancient cultures. In one myth, 
Artemis fell in love with him and was tricked by her 
brother Apollo into killing Orion with an arrow. 
Artemis begged Ascelpius to save Orion, but Zeus 
killed Ascelpius as he was trying. Artemis set Orion's 
image in the stars. This story may be related to the 
Hittite legend of Anat, the battle-goddess who falls in 
love with a hunter but accidentally causes his death 
when he refuses to give her his bow.   

There are several stories of Orion being stung to death 
by a scorpion. These may be related to an Egyptian 
myth about Horus, the child of Isis and Osiris who 
met a similar fate, or to the Babylonian story of the 
attack on Gilgamesh by the scorpion men. Another 
version of the scorpion story has Artemis unleashing 
the scorpion to punish Orion for having pursued the 
seven Pleiades. All of these stories seem to recognize 
the astronomical phenomenon that Orion and the 
constellation Scorpio each rise as the other sets. In 
one version he is chasing the scorpion to try finally to kill it. In another he is forever 
running away or hiding from it.” 

Source: chandra.harvard.edu/photo/constellations/orion.html

 

From the archive of information pertaining to The Orion Constellation and the mythology 
associated with the star pattern, two significant clues emerge relating it to The Genesis 
Petroglyph and the prominent glyphic image of the kneeling figure as detailed in Case I. 

1. The account in the mythologies of Orion who was shot with an arrow. 
2. The reference to Poseidon and Water (Enki was God of the Apsu). 

The prominent glyphic image on side #1 of The Genesis Petroglyph is a figure of a 
kneeling man who appears through a network of concentric and precision excise or 
outward etched lines. 

The star pattern characterized by the Orion Constellation appears in the figure of the 
kneeling man through a network of precision inlayed lines with the appearance of cracks. 
The linear incisions vary in length and width.  The points of termination and intersection 
provide a pattern that appears to align to most of the stars in the Orion Constellation.  

Johannes Hevelius' Orion from 

Uranographia (1690) 
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Contemporary astronomers characterize the Orion Constellation by seven stars: 

1. Betelgeuse 
2. Bellatrix 
3. Alnitak 
4. Alnilam 

5. Mintaka 
6. Saiph 
7. Rigel  

Two other stars, in visual proximity of the Orion Constellation, appear to have been part 
of the incised network in the glyphic image of the kneeling man: 

 

Cursa 

     

Figure 55. 

A tracing and a photographic image of the kneeling man with an arrow penetrating through the back.  The 
image has been enhanced for detail and mirrored to align with the orientation of the Orion Constellation. 

The arrow is defined by a thin incised inlay

 

protruding diagonally through the image. 
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Figure 55 provides a tracing and a photograph of the prominent glyphic image from side 
1 of The Genesis Petroglyph.  Also shown is the network of incised lines forming the 
Orion star pattern.  The arrow is shown penetrating diagonally through the back of the 
kneeling figure.  The glyphic image has been mirrored to align with the orientation 
pattern in the Orion Constellation.  Spectrum was limited to highlight the incised lines. 

Figure 56 illustrates alignment of the stars associated with the Orion constellation.  The 
lines connecting the star pattern in figure 56 provide an association that appears to be 
standard among astronomers when referencing the constellation.  However, the physical 
position and proximity of the stars, including Cursa and 

 

are intricate to the pattern that 
appears in The Genesis Petroglyph.  Figures 57, 58 and 59 demonstrate the alignment 
between the star pattern of the Orion constellation and the kneeling man in the artifact. 

 

Figure 56. 
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Figure 57.    Figure 58.     

        

Figure 59. 

A photograph of the Orion

 

Constellation is provided in 

Figure 57.  The stars

 

in the 

pattern that appear incise 

etched into the glyphic image 

have been highlighted.  A 

spectrum inverted photo of 

the petroglyph is displayed in 

Figure 58.  Figure 59 

provides a composite of the 

stellar pattern as an overlay 

in the petroglyph image.  The 

stellar pattern was rotated 45º 

to the right to align with the 

artifact. 
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The Orion Constellation appears to have been a stellar pattern that was intricately 

embedded within the minds and mythology of many ancient civilizations.  One noted 

researcher from Arizona, Gary A. David, has discovered evidence of the Orion stellar 

pattern intricately tied to the architecture of many ancient Anasazi settlements.  A very 

noteworthy website and publication of Gary’s work can be found at the following URL:   

www.theorionzone.com/index.htm

  

Gary has also published the incredible details of his discoveries in his book ‘The Orion 

Zone’.  

The fact that the star pattern of The Orion Constellation has been defined by a diversity 

of civilizations since the beginning of recorded history appears to be more than a 

coincidence.  

The fact that the same stellar pattern is embedded within an artifact that reflects explicit 

photographic recordings of humanity may also be more than a coincidence.  Perhaps this 

is to imply an ‘ultimate message with significant connotations’!  

Author’s Note: (The following subjective interpretation is not substantiated at this time.)   

It is this author’s opinion that the detailed star map of Orion, embedded within the 

surface of The Genesis Petroglyph, provides the celestial coordinates of an object 

directed towards our planet!  

It may be possible that a currently unidentified space object such as an asteroid, meteor, 

comet, or even another planet could have an orbit or course that may directly interface 

with our planet, near or on the year 2012.  

This author’s opinion is based upon the following interpretation of the glyphic images 

from the surface of ‘The Genesis Petroglyph’:  

 

The detailed stellar map of The Orion Constellation within the prominent glyph. 

 

The Mesoamerican ritual of nose piercing the prominent glyphic image. 

 

The precision incised fracture that intersects the embedded star pattern at the 

location of ‘Alnitak’ in the belt of ‘Orion’ and ‘The Prominent Glyphic Image’. 

http://www.theorionzone.com/index.htm
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Figure 60 provides an illustrated and mirrored photograph from side 1 of ‘The 

Genesis Petroglyph’ detailing the embedded star pattern and the intersection of ‘the 

precision fracture and object of concern’.  

 

Figure 60. 

Embedded Orion Star Pattern into the Surface of 

The Genesis Petroglyph Side #1 

And the major ‘fissure’ intersecting the Star Alnitak 

In the Belt of the Star Pattern   

Major Fissure 

Intersecting the 

Star Alnitak 

In Orion’s Belt 
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Our collective knowledge and documented historical information have provided a basis 

for deciphering the glyphic image projections from The Genesis Petroglyph.  

Archeological discoveries from Mesoamerica provide provocative clues to the 

interpretation of glyphic events that reflect from side 1 of The Genesis Petroglyph.  The 

ritualization of the kneeling figure wearing a Mesoamerican helmet is described in detail 

through an informative research article “A Nose Piercing Ceremony in the North Temple 

of The Great Ballcourt at Chichén Itzá” by Khristaan D. Villela and Rex Koontz (Feb. 

1993). 

Source: www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php

  

In the article, a possible explanation of the glyphic projection from the stone is defined:  

“We now understand that Mayan and Mixtec nose piercing rituals accompanied both 

royal accessions and elevation to noble status”.  Also detailed in the article: “The North 

Temple nose piercing, accession and founding events are closely related to the founding-

war portrayed in the murals of the Upper Temple of the Jaguars in the same ballcourt 

complex”.  Source: www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php

  

Figures 61 and 62 illustrate the archeological tracings of the Mayan Codex from Chichén 

Itzá displaying the nose piercing event.  

 

Figure 61.     Figure 62. 

Source: www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php

   

http://www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php
http://www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php
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The prominent glyphic image of the kneeling figure reflects in photographic detail from 

the surface of the petroglyph side 1.  Figure 63 illustrates a photographic translation of 

the figure undergoing the ritualized nose piercing.   

It has already been discerned that the image of the face appears to be wearing a mask 

(see figure 12).  The glyphic reflection details a cat or a ‘jaguar’ effigy to the left of the 

figure radiating a white beam that ritualizes the nose of the kneeling figure.  Also 

observable in the image reflections of the ritual is the presence of “A tiny floater 

hovering above the scene.  Floaters elsewhere in Mayan art are associated with ancestors 

and deities materialized through the ritual.”  The strapped down helmet can also be 

directly associated to the classical Mayan attire: reference Chakté. 

Source: www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php

   

Figure 63. 

Color Photo Negative Translation of the Kneeling Man and the Ritual Nose Piercing  

For a description of the Mayan calendar we once again turn to our online source of 

information Wikipedia:  

“Although the Mesoamerican calendar

 

did not originate with the Maya, their subsequent 

extensions and refinements to it were the most sophisticated. Along with those of the 

Aztecs, the Maya calendars are the best-documented and most completely understood.”  

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_calendar

  

The complex structure of the Mayan calendar points to a specific point in time, the year 

2012!  This factor can be better understood by reading the detailed information contained 

within ‘Wikipedia’ and the attached links pertaining to the subject at the defined URL. 

http://www.utmesoamerica.org/texas_notes.php
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The many deciphered events detailed within this research document from ‘The Genesis 

Petroglyph’, ‘The star map and the Orion Connection to the Petroglyph’, ‘The detailed 

projections of a Mayan Ritual’, and the ‘Mayan Calendar’ appear to be more than an 

incredible coincidence:  

 
The image of a Deity who saved humanity, has been understood by  civilizations 

since the beginning of recorded history.  

 

The ritual Mesoamerican nose piercing of the Deity who saved humanity.  

 

The effigy of the cat or ‘jaguar’ radiating from the face of the Deity.  

 

The kneeling figure of the Deity and the details in the mythology pertaining to 

Orion and his association to water and an arrow shot in the back.  

 

The star pattern incised etched within the kneeling figure of the Deity.  

 

The major fissure that intersects the end point in the belt of the Deity pointing 

towards specific spatial coordinates based on the stellar map.  

  

The ‘Mesoamerican Calendar’ and the ramafications of the upcoming year 2012.  

Could it be possible that the ‘Mayan Calendar’ indicates the time, and the star map 

embedded within The Genesis Petroglyph points to the source of an impending celestial 

event pertaining to our earth!  

From this author’s perspective, it would be logical to think that ancient civilizations could 

have understood the projected course of a celestial object while perceiving the embedded 

photographic images from the same stone.  Perhaps it’s not too late for us to understand!        
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“Enki, doe s n 't t e ll At rahas is , but t e lls o f En lil's plan t o t he walls o f 

Atrahasis' reed hut, thus covertly rescuing the man”  
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